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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce an efficient framework for the compilation of an Urdu corpus along with
ground truth and transcription in Unicode format. A novel scheme of the annotation based on four-level XML
has been incorporated for the corpus CALAM. In addition to compilation and benchmarking test, the framework
generates the word frequency distribution according to category sapient useful for linguistic evaluation. This
paper presents the statistical analysis with corpus data based on transcript text and frequency of occurrences. The
observation of statistical analysis is conducted using vital statistics like rank of words, the frequency of words,
ligatures length (number of ligatures with combination of two to seven characters), entropy and perplexity of the
corpus. Besides rudimental statistics coverage, some additional statistical features are also evaluated like Zipf’s
linguistic rule and measurement of dispersion in corpus information. The experimental results obtained from
statistical observation are presented for asserting viability and usability of the corpus data as a standard platform
for linguistic research on the Urdu language.
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1. Introduction
Over the last five decades, the corpus methodology is the
most growing and widely spread technology in the linguistic domain. From the linguistic perspective, a corpus is
defined as an amassment of texts compiled in a systematic
way to provide a platform for sundry linguistic research.
The reliability of a corpus depends on the coverage of the
optimal texts and quality of the texts culled in the corpus.
The recent advancement of a computer-based compilation
of the corpus makes it even more facile and has opened
many incipient areas for research in the natural language
processing [1].
A spare variety of standard handwritten databases were
developed for the scripts like English [2], Chinese HITMW database [3], Japanese ETL9 [4], FHT database for
Farsi [5] and Arabic database [6]. PBOK (Persian, Bangla,
Oriya and Kannada) database is a multilingual handwritten
database, developed for four scripts [7]. As compared to
those languages, very less attention has been given to the
Urdu language.
In literature for the Urdu language, thus far, solely two
handwritten databases exist. First, CENPARMI [8] is an
*For correspondence

Urdu offline handwriting database, which incorporates the
isolated digits, numeral strings with/without decimal points,
five special symbols, 44 isolated characters, 57 money
cognate Urdu words and a collection of Urdu dates in
several formats. Another accessible offline Urdu handwritten database is CENIP-UCCP [9], having unconstrained offline 400 digitized forms written by 200 different
writers. The dataset has been labelled/marked up at the text
line level only.
The main reason behind the lack of a standard database
for Urdu script is lesser availability of resources for data
collection and the arduousness in typing Urdu script. Other
causes are the following: Urdu is more perplexed and has
an involute script from Arabic and Persian. Urdu is highly
cursive and still untouched in the handwritten document
annotation field. These issues have motivated us to develop
an Urdu handwritten text database that is a much-needed
platform for training, testing and benchmarking of handwritten text recognition systems for Urdu script.
This paper presents a machine vision system to automatically associate transcript texts of handwritten documents into their counterpart. The proposed Urdu database
CALAM is available in both handwritten and electronic
texts. The transcript texts of the database are used for the
statistical analysis of corpus information.
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This paper presents a methodology for developing a fourlevel annotated corpus CALAM in a scientific way,
including the colossal volume of Urdu handwritten texts
and their corresponding transcript texts in a Unicode text
file or an XML design format. In this study, apart from a
compilation of corpus, we have also conducted a statistical
analysis of corpus data for usability and a technical representative of proposed corpus data collection.
A statistical analysis is performed based on vital
statistics relishing word frequency distribution, the rank of
the word, entropy and perplexity of corpus data, ligatures
length analysis, mean, standard deviation and variance
coefficient. We have evaluated sundry statistical methods
based on the result obtained from statistics such as the
Zipf test [10], and measures of dispersion with [11–13].
The experimental results of the study show comportment
of corpus data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the background study regarding the corpus
statistics analysis. Section 3 introduces the transient summary of corpus compilation and annotation method. The
key points to develop corpus are the texts selection from
different domains and structural markup of information in
stratified layers. Section 4 presents the statistical analysis
of corpus data with various assorted statistics techniques.
Section 5 gives the behaviour of corpus data using Zipf’s
test. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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experiments. [17] describes the compilation of Bangla
News corpus ‘‘Prothom-Alo’’ along with the statistical
observation analysis. [18] provides a multilingual statistical
text analysis by the parallel study of three different languages – Hungarian, German and English, and compared
results are predicated on this study. [13] provides some
hidden facts regarding the corpus linguistic analysis predicated on the key term of frequent occurrence and co-occurrence of frequency. [19] presented the statistical
analysis study for three Indian languages, i.e. Hindi, Punjabi and Nepali, and developed language models for each of
the language. Goyal [20] performed a statistic analysis to
compare the two closely related languages Hindi and
Punjabi for discrimination.
The objectives of this paper are to perform statistical
analysis along with the compilation on proposed corpus
CALAM. In literature, most of the focus is always given to
the compilation of corpus. However, the statistical analysis
of corpus data provides more viability to corpus development objectives. This makes the corpus available for various research activities of Natural Language Processing
domain. Computational linguistic study of the corpus is
useful to explore the nature of data collection, and also to
elaborate the quantitative aspects of the corpus to validate it
as a standard platform for various linguistic studies.

3. Overview of the corpus compilation
2. Literature of corpus statistics
Corpora are the foremost demandable platform for investigation of a specific language or linguistic analysis. Brown
Corpus [14] and the London/Oslo/Bergen (LOB) Corpus of
British English [15] were the first widely available computer-readable corpora of English language. Therefore, data
of these corpora were used for numerous language studies
for a long time. Since 1980, advancement in computer
systems happened significantly and, with the increasing
capacity of processing, it has became even more facile and
more expeditious to compile the computerized corpora. The
era of 1990s has commenced as the golden age of corpus
linguistic and perpetuated to this day.
Several researchers used the prevailing machine-readable
corpus for relative analysis of closely connected languages
and described hidden features about the particular script
with some interesting phenomena.
Researchers have commenced the statistical analysis of
many subsisting corpora for developing sundry language
models and for locating the usability of corpus in real life
research advantage. Numerous key terms have been used
for the statistical analysis of language corpora, which make
it possible to build a more authentic mathematical model
for languages. In [16], authors have conducted rudimentary
statistical analysis for 10 machine-readable Indian languages corpora and presented the comparative study of

We have developed a balanced corpus CALAM for the
Urdu language, which is an assortment of texts from six
domains: News, Literature, Politics, Science, History and
Architecture. These categories are further divided into 14
subcategories. The selection of texts was made mostly from
the web and books according to a broad time span to represent each phenomenon of Urdu language.
We have designed a framework for structural markup of
the corpus and made it accessible for computer processing.
The structure begins annotation process with the scanned
handwritten image and finishes at ligatures level with an
XML ground truth (GT) as shown in figure 1.
In our work, we have considered a higher level sentencebased approach for handwritten document collection that
blends different styles of inditing in a single trial rather than
isolated characters or words. Annotation process starts after
the accumulation of all handwritten images. The images are
scanned at a high resolution (600 dpi) and preserved in
‘‘PNG’’ format. We endeavoured to annotate each scanned
handwritten document at four levels – image, lines, words
and characters – which are the highly preferred platform for
providing full support to OCR segmentation as shown in
figure 1.
The process of GT and annotation for handwritten text
corpora starts with the text document image. Structure
divides an image into four levels for GT and each level gets
its UIN (Unique Identification Number).
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Figure 1. The hierarchical process of four-level XML ground-truth generation. The schematic diagram shows complete step-by-step
process of corpus compilation and annotation along with transcripted Unicode text.

The UIN of each level maintains consistency throughout
the database and annotation process. The UIN is autogenerated during the annotation process of the corresponding level, and the associated information of the image
is also indexed in the database with this number. The
method of auto-engender 16-bit UIN comprises language,
category, subcategories and number. UIN will integrate the
extraction of desired information according to language or
nature of the text.
Pre-processing and noise removal is an essential step in
handwritten document image analysis and recognition. It

increases the effectiveness of the feature extraction process.
The basic procedure in pre-processing includes baseline
detection, slant angle estimation and correction, and skew
correction. The estimated baseline is used to correct
skewness. We have applied image prepossessing for
abstracting noise, and rectifying skew from each text
page [21] to compute the GT for a handwritten text page.
Noise is the undesirable part in the text-line images, like
the ascenders and descenders belonging to the lower and
upper text lines, salt-and-pepper noise due to scan, etc. The
median filter is applied to remove salt-and-pepper noise.
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Further, to remove ascenders and descenders to the upper
and lower text lines, the Hough transform is used to identify
the highest peak of lines (HL). Then, the maximum height
(MH) and average height (AH) of boxes are computed that
are crossed by HL. All boxes are removed if HL does not
cross them or their centre of gravity distance from HL is
greater than MH or when the image border is touched.
The baseline is estimated in the direction where the
maximum concentration of pixels occurs. The method
works on a two-step linear regression model by approximating baselines. First, finding the best fit in the least
square on local minima points. Later, finding second
regression on points closed to first approximation only. This
method does not require prior skew correction of words.
The skewness is determined by the sum of the absolute
differences between x coordinates of the left (or right)
endpoints of five vertically consecutive runs with one being
centre. If the sum is less than the threshold (i.e., 5), no
skewness is present; otherwise the angle between the vertical axis and the line connecting points on the run is the
angle of slant. Then, the baseline is rotated to the estimated
angle to become horizontal. It is assumed that the whole
document is skewed and not individual lines in this
approach.
After image prepossessing, we upload the image, manually draw a bounding box around the first text line present
in the text page and then it is segmented and stored as the
image of the first line in the database. The structure fetches
and updates the transcripted text and the corresponding
pixel coordinates belonging to this region automatically in
the database and assigns a UIN for this line. We apply the
same process for the first word of a line, where the structure
fetches and stores bounding box pixels of associated word
region in the database with UIN number for the word and
saved segmented word image. The same process is applied
till the segmentation of the last line and last ligatures and so
on.
Transcript texts of the handwritten page, each line and
words are fetched during the annotation process, and
exhibited in the side panel. As a result we create a database
utilizing this structure where all the information is stored in
the database, and images of the text page, segmented lines
and words are stored discreetly in the system with their
corresponding UIN as a denomination of image in ‘‘PNG’’
format.

3.1 Distribution of data in CALAM corpus
The overall corpus contains 1,200 handwritten text pages,
filled by 725 writers from different age groups and with
diverse academic qualifications. The database includes a
total number of 3,403 Urdu handwritten text lines, 46,664
Urdu words and 101,181 Urdu ligatures. On an average,
each filled handwritten text page comprises 2.84 text lines,
38.89 text words and 84.31 ligatures. The database has
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33,162 different words, which is 71:07% of the total words
present in the database. Besides, the database contains
2,353 Urdu printed text lines.
We used a reliable measurement standardized type/token
ratio (STTR). The proposed framework also calculated the
number of tokens and types of tokens. The type/token ratio
(TTR) is calculated by dividing types by tokens and multiplying by 100. Types are different types of words that
occur in a document, while the token is the count of every
word regardless of its repetition. Using the results, we
calculate the STTR at every specified number of tokens and
an average of the different ratios is computed.
STTR measures are attractive since they can compare
TTR across texts of differing lengths. We segment the
corpus data into comparable chunks and calculate the TTR
for each. We use STTR measures to compare corpus
chunks for each of the six domains and obtain an average
TTR of 2.38 and STTR of 21.78.
Another way for analysis of the whole corpus is through
frequency profiling. The next section discusses frequencyprofiling-based statistical
observation of corpus
information.

4. Statistical observation of corpus
By the nature of corpus, it has the conveyance discipline
property. The least complex and most incessant used
statistics as a part of the corpus for factual examination of
the recurrence of an event of some linguistic variable,
which may be word token, tag and so on.
The most straightforward sort of measurement in corpus
linguistic is general descriptive statistics. The statistics
describing some state of affairs within the data are as follows [22].
• Frequencies of occurrence of a linguistic variable,
known as the observed frequencies; it might be
normalized frequencies in percent, per thousand words,
per million words, etc.
• Ranks of the linguistic variable are computed from
such frequencies (TTR, vocabulary and grammar
information in a given language).
• Frequencies of co-event or affiliation measures that do
not include actual hugeness testing like mutual information; such measures evaluate the relationship of one
linguistic variable (normally a word) to another
linguistic variable, which also might be a word or a
syntactic pattern; this case discusses collocation or the
relationship of a word to one of two corpora.
• Measures of central tendencies, for example, means or
medians.
• Dispersion measures: in statistics dispersion is used to
measure the variability of the item that represents the
whole body. Dispersion is contrasted with location or
central tendency to find whether the distribution is
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stretched or squeezed. Typical examples for evaluation
of statistical dispersion are the variance, standard
deviation, median absolute deviation and range.

In general, entropy is used to quantify the uncertainty
associated with a random variable. In Natural Language
Processing and Computational Linguistics, entropy is used
as the quantification of information. It finds application in
various fields, like how much information is there in a
specific descriptive linguistic, how well the descriptive
linguistic matches a given language, etc. The information is
more specific for low entropy than higher entropy. Entropy
is useful to discover the number of bits required in encoding
a particular piece of information.
The probability of occurrence of a token (word) in corpus
is p(x):
fw
Tw

ð1Þ

where fw is frequency of the token and Tw is total number of
tokens. Based on the probability of occurrence as shown in
Eq. (1), the entropy is defined as
HðXÞ ¼

X
X

pðxÞ log2 pðxÞ:

ð2Þ

x¼1

Here X is total number of tokens in the corpus and x is a
random token from one to the range of word types within
the corpus data collection. The most instinctive approach to
characterize entropy is to discover the number of bits it
would require in encoding a certain piece of information.
Whereas H-actual is the entropy obtained from Eq. (2),
H-maximum is considered when the probabilities of considerable number of words in the corpus are the same. Here,
H-maximum is defined as follows:
HðmaximumÞ ¼ log2 N

ð3Þ

where N is the token types. Similarly, maximum entropy,
relative entropy, redundancy and perplexity are also computed for proposed Urdu corpus CALAM:
HðrelativeÞ ¼

HðactualÞ
;
HðmaximumÞ

HðmaximumÞ  HðactualÞ
HðmaximumÞ
¼ 1  HðrelativeÞ:

redundancy ¼

language model. Lower perplexity indicates higher certainty of information in corpora than higher perplexity.
Perplexity for the proposed corpus data is evaluated as
follows:
PðXÞ ¼ 2HðXÞ :

4.1 Measurement of entropy and perplexity

pðxÞ ¼

20

ð4Þ

ð5Þ

The proportion of redundancy may be varied from acclimated to investigated depending on whether or not the data
may be compressed to less number of bits or not, respectively. Perplexity is useful for evaluating goodness of

ð6Þ

Based on these parameters, the most extreme entropy and
redundancies are determined for the corpus. The statistically measurable information serves to determine the
number of bits needed to encode a word in a given language
and layoffs rate for every language. The redundancies rates
can be used to decide whether the information can be
compacted and put away in less number of bits or not
nearly. Table 1 illustrates the comparative values for the
proposed Urdu text corpus CALAM and other Indic
corpora.
From table 1, it can be observed that the Urdu language
has high redundancy values. Thus, data compression is
more expensive for the Urdu language than other Indian
languages. In the grammatical context, the reason for high
redundancy rate for Urdu scripts is the high repetitive
occurrence of the suffix and prefix (ligatures).
Entropy measurement parameters of Urdu script are
similar to those of Hindi and Punjabi scripts, implying that
the Urdu script is more akin to these two Indic scripts. The
entropy value for the proposed Urdu corpus CALAM
indicates that each word requires an average of 10.689 bits
for encoding. From table 1 it can be observed that lower
perplexity value 1640.5911 of proposed Urdu corpus indicates the goodness of model concerning the quality of data
collection when words and perplexity are compared.

4.2 Ligature length analysis in words
Urdu is a highly cursive script by its nature. Thus, the shape
assumed by a character in a word is context-sensitive,
decided by its placement. Individual characters are joined
to form a group of characters called a ligature. A word
comprises one or more ligatures composed beside one
another. Urdu characters frequently accomplish distinctive
shapes as per their arrangement in framing a ligature. Both
the significance and state of the characters change
depending upon their position (at starting, centre and last).
The ligatures length of an Urdu script is one of the most
compelling and useful features for OCR. The database
contains a total of 101, 181 ligatures with a combination of
two to seven characters. Distribution of the ligatures with
various character combinations is shown in figure 2. In the
graph, x-axis shows the ligature length (in the combination
of characters) and y-axis indicates the number of ligatures
with the combination of particular characters.
The graph in figure 2 shows that most of the ligatures in
our corpus are with the combination of two characters,
accounting 74:23% of coverage. List of ligatures with
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Table 1. A comparative analysis of entropy, H-maximum, redundancy and perplexity of Indic scripts corpus with proposed corpus
CALAM.
Scripts
Assamese [16]
Bengali [16]
Oriya [16]
Punjabi [16]
Hindi [16]
Telugu [16]
Kannada [16]
Malayalam [16]
Marathi [16]
Tamil [16]
Telugu [23]
Urdu (CALAM)

Words

Entropy

H-max

Relative entropy

Redundancy entropy

Perplexity

189,860
190,841
158,903
102,255
127,241
633,169
346,850
526,802
210,578
452,881
39 million
46,664

13.11
13.02
12.99
11.38
11.088
15.625
14.88
15.83
13.56
15.21
15.6412
10.689

17.53
17.54
17.277
16.64
16.95
19.27
18.40
19.00
17.68
18.78
21.663
15.51000

.747
.742
.75
.683
.654
0.81
0.808
0.833
0.766
0.809
0.722
.6885

.253
.258
.25
.317
.346
.19
.192
.167
.234
.191
0.278
.3114

8841.037
8306.3560
8135.413
2665.1481
2176.810
50535.164
30152.708
58251.193
12077.213
37902.35
51105.821
1640.5911

database to figure out the scramble information about the
corpus data.

4.3.1 Dispersion
measure
using
frequency
profiling The measurement of degree of dispersion

Figure 2. Distribution of number of ligatures with the combination of two to seven characters in the corpus.

character combinations is a handy feature in the evaluation
of segmentation and recognition process. The Nastalique
style of Urdu writing makes it a highly challenging task, so
most of the linguists avoid depth level (ligature) phase and
go for the higher unit.

(DP) can quantify the counted linguistic expressions to
specify how well the corpus frequency reflects the
interpretations of the overall distribution of data in the
corpus.
Frequency profiling depicts a procedure to figure out the
DP in the linguistic dataset with the use of frequencies of
occurrence of linguistic variables. The most fundamental
corpus-based statistic is the observed frequency of some
phenomenon. Word frequency distribution is concentrated
intensively from both abstract and linguistic viewpoints.
The process of building a frequency list from the database is shown in figure 3. For each word in the database, it
checks whether the word exists in our database so far; if yes
the frequency is incremented by one.

START

4.3 Measures of dispersion
Dispersion has functional importance in statistics. Dispersion measures the focal point (centre) of the information.
This is one perspective; another element of the perception
is how the information is distributed about the middle.
Distribution may be near the centre or spread far from the
middle. If the perception is near the centre (usually the
arithmetic mean or median), we say that dispersion, scatter
or variation is small; else, dispersion is enormous.
In measuring dispersion, it is essential to know the
measure of variation (absolute measure) and the level of
variation (a relative measure). A substantial number of
dispersion measure strategies exist; here we actualize a
percentage of the broadly known techniques on our

Annotated
Text Corpus

CALAM
GUI

Yes

Select the word
sequentially
from corpus text

End of
text?
No

STOP
Word
in list?

Yes

Increment
frequency of
word with 1

No

Add word to list
with frequency

Figure 3. Flow chart showing the process of frequency measurement of words in database.
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We have normalized the scattering esteem; this normalized DPnorm measure ranges from 0 to 1. Values around
zero imply that the relative frequency of occurrence of the
linguistic variable expression in the corpus directly corresponds to the size of corpus parts, while values near 1 imply
that the variable linguistic expression is distributed
unevenly among the corpus parts.
We have implemented Algorithm 1 on the corpus data,
to select random words of different frequencies from the
corpus, which depicts the nature of the entire corpus. In
Algorithm 1, we set a threshold on the frequency, which is
equal to or greater than 10. We have also selected separate
10 words of frequency below 10 in step 6 to cover all types
of words from the corpus for study because the algorithm
considers only those words with frequency values greater
than 10.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the relation between frequency
and DP on the premise of selected 100 words of diverse
frequency from the corpus CALAM. The more frequent a
word is, the more uniform it is conveyed throughout the
corpus. The computed DP values vary between 0.05 and
0.67. There is a probabilistic connection between the frequencies of components and their dispersion. As shown by
the non-parametric smoothers in both boards: the more
frequent a word, the more uniformly conveyed it is
throughout the corpus. The high-frequency words have low
dispersion while the middle- and low-frequency range
words have high dispersion, especially the low-frequency
words. The experimental results of dispersion measure help
verifying the quality of text in proposed corpus body
(scatter behaviour). If the occurrence rate of texts is high in
the corpus, then its dispersion will be less and corpus
purpose will be limited (less useful).

4.3.2 Dispersion measure using the standard
deviation In addition to dispersion measurement based

The result obtained by Algorithm 1 is the collection of
100 selected words. Further, we apply the frequency profiling techniques as illustrated in Algorithm 2, to find out
the DP in corpus information on these selected words.

purely on frequency profiling, [11] and [12] recommend
procedures to find out the dispersion measures including
more information or parameters for analysis of dispersion
for random variable corpora such as the standard deviation
(r) and coefficient of variation (Cv ).
To figure out the variations (dispersion) of the dataset,
relative measures of standard deviation must be computed.
Standard deviation (r) is defined as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pn
2
i¼1 ðfi  f Þ
ð7Þ
r¼
:
n1
Pn
fi
Here, f ¼ ni¼1 .
If the data has higher spread, then its standard deviation
will be high. If there is less information about the data other
than the mean or average then the best way to interpret the
relative magnitude of standard deviation is to divide it by
the mean, to find out the coefficient of variation (Cv ) as
shown in Eq. (8):
r
Cv ¼  :
f

ð8Þ

The value of Cv makes it simple and easy to compute the
value of relative variability. [12] suggested a method to
find out the dispersion in data using the Cv . The value of
dispersion for the dataset using coefficient of variation is as
follows:
Cv
D ¼ 1  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
n1

ð9Þ

[11] suggested a method for finding the value of dispersion
based on the observed frequency of corpus. It also considered a total number of parts as denoted by n. In our
corpus, we have taken the value of n as 6 (number of data
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Figure 4. Measurement of level of information scattering in the Urdu corpus CALAM for selected words utilizing the frequency
profiling methodology of dispersion measure.

collection categories of our corpus). The value of dispersion for the proposed corpus dataset is obtained as follows:
D¼

1
n

n pﬃﬃﬃ
X
fi
i¼1

!2 !

1
f

ð10Þ

where min D ¼ 1n ¼ 0:17.
Figure 5 shows the DP for the selected 100 words of
proposed Urdu corpus using the [12] and [11] techniques
of dispersion measures. It can be observed from figure 5
that the distribution of profound and middle-frequency
words has a very high dispersion value in both techniques.
The distribution of words is uneven for the average word
frequency. The words with a low frequency are having an
irregularly or clumpy behaviour. Compared to middle-frequency words, the low-frequency words are having highly
scattered behaviour. And, the dispersion variations in the
high-frequency words is very less. The dispersion of data is
the same in both the techniques; only the magnitude of DP
value is different.

5. Word frequency distribution using Zipf’s rule
The quick decrease in frequency with a few words having
high frequencies is standard in corpora and has been
adopted as a motivation behind why large corpora are
expected to represent low-frequency words precisely. The

rapid frequency decline in corpora has been explained by
the famous Zipf’s rule [10].
To strengthen our claim for the applicability of the
proposed dataset for Urdu linguistic resources, we have also
conducted the Zipf [10] test on the dataset to ascertain that
it caters to the universality of a language principle. In 1949,
Zipf [24] proposed a rule to analyse the distribution and
behaviour of words in a corpus that is significant in the
statistical linguistics analysis. According to [24], every
natural language follows Zipf’s rule for a frequency distribution of words. Zipf states that if f is the frequency of a
word in the corpus and r is the rank of a word, then the
frequency of words in a large corpus of natural language is
inversely related to the rank of words as indicated in
Eq. (11):
1
f / :
r

ð11Þ

Zipf’s rule expresses that, if words are arranged from the
corpus in plummeting order of frequency, for instance, if w1
is the first most frequent word in the corpus, w2 is the
second most frequent word, etc., the occurrence frequency
of second word w2 is w21 , half times as that of the first word
w1 , and the third word w3 generally occurs at w31 , 33% as
regularly as the first word, etc. From this, it can be concluded that, the product of the rank of a word r (rank one
being the most frequent) with its frequency f (how frequently the word occurred in the content), the item C,
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Figure 5. Dispersion value (DP) of the 100 selected words from the corpus with the dispersion of Juilland and Rosengreen.

logðwfi Þ ¼ log C þ k logðwri Þ

ð14Þ

where k ¼ 1 and C is a constant. Hence, a logðf Þ versus
logðrÞ graph drawn between frequency and rank of a corpus
must be linear with a slope of 1. Figure 6 shows the Zipf
curve for the proposed Urdu corpus words. The resultant
logðf Þ and logðrÞ Zipf’s curve graph validates that the
proposed corpus follows Zipf’s rule for frequency distribution of words.

6. Conclusion

Figure 6. Zipf curve of the words distribution of the proposed
corpus CALAM.

would remain roughly the same for every word as indicated
in Eq. (12):
wfi ¼

C
:
wri

ð12Þ

From Eq. (12) we can infer a rule that the frequency of
words decreases quickly with rank. This can also be written
as Eq. (13):
wfi ¼ Cðwri Þk :
Taking log of Eq. (13), we get Eq. (14):

ð13Þ

In this paper, we presented a methodology for the development of an Urdu corpus in handwritten and Unicode text
named CALAM. For the compilation and annotation of the
corpus, we have developed a platform-independent model.
The model provides four levels of corpus annotation for
handwritten texts in a systematic way, providing an aligned
transcription in Unicode and stored in XML format. The
framework generates an auto-indexing number at each level
and conversely index information into a database with autogenerated UIN number.
A quantitative observation is done to explore the contents
of the corpus regarding equality, representation, quantity,
etc. The quantitative distribution of ligatures regarding
characters is also presented besides text pages, line, and
words, which are vital features in Urdu script for OCR
domain. Statistical analysis is also performed to validate the
quality, homogeneity, balancing, consistency, etc. of the
corpus and to ascertain the goodness of model. Besides this,
dispersion measurement is also applied to discover the
scramble behaviour of corpus information in linguistic
expression. Furthermore, the Hypothesis test of the linguistic standard is proved using Zipf’s rule on the proposed
corpus CALAM.
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